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The Gospel of Matthew #43 
Sermon on the Mount:  Six Examples of the Right Use of the Law: 
1.  Murder and Anger 
 

ANTIDOTE TO ANGER 
Matthew 5:21-26 

 
Review Sermon on Mount:  Description of Disciples (Beatitudes)  

 engage the world (Salt & Light)  Not a new religion: 
 a) consistent with OT; b) radically different from what their preachers 

were saying.  So v20 shocking. 
 
6 examples of right use of Law to show contrast: 
Pharisees restricted demands so you could do it 
Jesus reverses that to show your heart: how you can’t.  
 6 MIRRORS 
 1. Why you need Him.  2. How you can change 
 
 
  I. The ____________________ of anger (v21-22) 

• Equivalent to murder: hatred, disdain, loss of temper, despising 
another! 

 
• Do not minimize: such anger deserves hell! 

  Raca: attacks his/her mental competence 
  Fool:  attacks his/her moral competence 
 

Difference between righteous & sinful anger: 
Sinful anger wants to destroy, murder 
Righteous anger wants to reclaim, bring to senses 
 

Face it: everyone in this room is an angry person.  Including you. 
 

 
 II. The _______________ to anger (v23-25): 
 A sensitivity to broken relationships where you are the offender 
 



 Angry people focus on the sins of others 
  Contrast v23, 25: in both cases you are aware of how you wronged 

someone else 
  Cf. 7:1-5 
 
 Angry people do not make a priority of reconciliation 
 A. Contrast v23-24: higher priority than worship 
  There are consequences in your relationship with God 
 
 B. Contrast v25: higher priority than proving you are right 
  The angry person is always sure he/she is right 
  There are consequences in your relationships with others 
 
 
III. The need for the _______________ (v26) 

 Angry people focus on what people deserve: 
  I deserve better 
  You deserve worse 
 Why everyone in this room is an angry person.  Some realize it.  Some 

deny it.  Which are you? 
 
 But if I see justice throws me in prison forever, my only hope is mercy. 
So this is the first example of Jesus showing how the Law is not for us to 

minimize so we can be proud we have kept it. 
Rather it reveals our sinful hearts to show us our need for mercy. 
That is why you need Jesus Christ. 
 
Then Mercy changes our hearts to escape the bondage of anger  

(cf. v3   5   7) 
 
How does this speak to you? 
 

 

 

 

 

If you are not in another class, I invite you to discuss this and every 
sermon with me in Aux Cl #5 at 10am, between services.  


